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PREFACE
The nonlinear electromagnetic behavior of semiconductors
and dielectrics has aroused a great deal of interest in physic)
and engineers in the last decade, owing to its wide applicatica
in signal generation and amplification, and guided wave prom:
tion particularly at microwave and lamer frequencies. Althougt
1-3
on this subject is available,
a vast amount of literature
vigorous research in this field is being currently pursued.

The power of a source is usually limited by technical
restrictions and therefore, it is becoming growingly important
to concentrate the available power to a narrow region. The
concentration of power is very useful for nonlinear application
because the efficiency of a nonlinear mechanism increases
rapidly with the strength of electromagnetic fields.
The guidance of electromagnetic waves at optical
frequencies has been successfully achieved by using the specie
designed fibres in which dielectric constant is maximum on the
axis and decreases monotonically away from it. This inhomogon
provides a mechanism for guidance of the beam. Uchida at al
and Xita at al.5 have verified experimentally the satisfactorl
performance of such fibres (usually known as ISelfocf .fibres:
Recently a vast amount of work has aloe been reported o3
the self focusing of laser beams in nonlinear media. In
many nonlinear media, the dielectric constant is an increosin
function of wave intensity. When such a medium is subjected
to an electromagnetic beam with nonuniform intensity distribu
along its wavefront, the medium behaves to optically inhomoge
cue. In most of the commonly excited modeo„ wave intensity

maximum on the beam axis and decreases away from it, hence the
induced inhomogeneities tend to focus the beam. The beam is
simultaneously influenced by the diffraction phenomenon. The
basic physics of self focusing of an intense electromagnetic
beam can be understood by considering the propagation

of

a

uniform parallel cylindrical. bean passing through a mediumi in
which the variation of refractive index with the field is
given by

+11 EE
where 110 is the field independent part of the refractive
index '11zEeis its field dependent part and 112 is some
coefficient, determined from the nature of nonlinearity
Eq,(T) is valid only at relatively small intensities such that

Ao and thl

the amplitude of the

absorption of the beam by the material is neglected,
retractive index in the space illumated by the beam is '10 -1-T
while that outside it is 11.

.

Yt should of course be Famed)

that in fact the intensity deereases continuously %tither 0
distance of a point from the axis of the te* the presently
assumed discontinuity in intensity at the boundary of a
cylinder, is a convenient approximation, justified by.more
rigorous analysis. Hence rays making an angle 9 with the ax
will suffer total internal reflection when
< ec

where O

-Tr

a Oc_

being the critic

g e) is given by

+11.2: Ate'

3
one gets

and

Since both

(Y12.

a

2 Y12 Ao2/
- y)0

or

beam of radius

a.

from the incidence of a plane
radius Ct.

We know that on

considered as obtained
front on an aperture of
t of Praia:hotter s
I not be carried by

diffraction all the power of the
rays parallel to the axis but the

II be a directional

distribution of intensity, A very large fraction of the power
will be carried by rays making an angle less than ed, with th
axis, where eoL is given by
0.61 A0/2 cono
the wavelength of the radieti in the meter!
and the first minimum of the diffraction pattern is along
The condition that the beam does not lose power
appreciably is equivalent to rays making an angle less than
with the axis, being not lost from the beam; this is only
possible when
ec

(1

so that such rays will suffer total internal reflection at tl
boundary and hence return to the beam.
Thus the condition for the focusing of the beam is

which reduces to

P Pet ,
where P IF az 11

of the be

d

is the critical power of the beam given
1. 122- AI

.76- 6112.

It is

when

beam will diverge

P < Pch.

P

< ea.
Oa,

and hence
and hence the

beam will propagate.farmly without convergence and divergence
We may further extrapolate, as may be shown from rigorous
analysis also (cf. Akhmanov

at al.7,4 that When P> R)4,

the convergence of the beam will occur. On defining two
important parameters

Rd, (the diffraction length) and

(the self focusing length),
oL-2-

no

The conditions for convergence

rgence are ukowl

respectively;
and Rc,t_ < R
r)quiA 0 • and ;
Pa. )
is the free space wavelength. Thus, one c consider th
nonlinear medium to act as a converging lens of focal length
while
While the phenomenon of diffraction can be approximated by the
behavior of a diverging lens of focal length
The above theory is in reason lo agreement with
g, Cs2
imants in dielectrics (e,
It is very instructive to realize the avalanche nature

the self focueing effect. Consider a

propagating in a

nonlinear medium, defined by Eq.(I).

beam gets focused

due to nonlinearity, the intensity increases causing enhancement
of the nonlinearity and hence in the extent of nonlinear
focusing.
The studies
d so far

self focusing of ele
confined to dielectric

t attempt to study the se focusing
s in semiconductors on account of free c

tic
onlinearitie

ase of semiconductors the nonlinearity arises due to the
inear dependence of the free carrier current density
on the electric vector E

For a wave of frequency 6) the

6

effective dielectric constant
defined

of a semiconductor can be

as
(X)
7

where a— is the conductivity and
contribution to the dielectric constant. Hence

where

7
-y

of electromagnetic beam
are constant which

that the current density

6

For higher

proportional to the electric vector
intensities of the wave

and

Cr7z,

depend on the magnitude

of the electric vector and consequently

Er and 6i are

functions of the electric vector. Por not very high powers of
the beam (

PeN,10

watts,

eau at microwave frequencies)

this relationship is quadratic in nature i es
Tc,

present thesis
this no

CVO'

1.0

arity in semicon

have arried out study of
or under various situations

of interest.
It is instructive to recapatulate
leading to the dependence of the conducti

physical processes,
of a semiconductor

on the electric vector.
In equilibrium (i.e. in the absence of on electric
field), the temperature of the free carriers is the same ea
that of the crystal's° that the net energy exchange between the
carriers and the lattice of the crystal is sera. When aft
electric field is applied free carriers gain energy from the
field, and hence acquire a temperature higher than that of
the crystal,. In the steady state the power gained by the
carriers from the electric field equals the power lost by the
carriers to the lattice (by collisions). Por moderate values
of the electric field the rise in the temperature of the
carriers is proportional to the square of the electric field.
The change in the temperature of the carriers leads to
correspondingchanges in the collision frequency and effective
mass of carriers; the second effect is important in the case

of

I-If semiconductors e.g. InSb. The

tent is not

important in the focusing of the waves.
electric

Further, if the beam is inhomogeneous i.e
vector does not have the same value along a wave

carrier temperature will also vary along the wave front4 In
the steady state the net carrier current is zero and hence a
carrier temperature distribution also leads to a distributicm
of carrier concentration along the wavectront. Since this
carrier concentration is related to the effective dielectric
constant, we obtain in effect a distribution of dielectric
constant along the wave front, which in turn leads to self
focusing of the beam. This effect is not very appreciehle in
case of semiconductors with a single type of carriers due to
the phenomenon of space charge. However when both types of
carriers are present the mechanism discussed in this paragraph
becomes very important in the self focusing of the beam.
The free carrier nonlinearities appear at relatively
low powers

10(1/4)0114

) and are therefore, important in the

interaction of moderately strong microwaves with semiconductors,
It is important to mention here that besides these focusing
mechanisms in semiconductors the power of the beam is
simultaneously lost due to absorption by the carriers. The n
linear effects become less and lees effective with the advance
ment of the wave. Thus to obtain appreciable focusing of
microwaves, the focusing length due to nonlinearity should be
leas than the diffraction length („i a2, j being the
propagation vector and ct, is the dimension of the beam)
and also the damping length; the damping length is

L,.6

S
It m it also be mentioned here that the free carriers are
important only when the carrier concentration is high i. e.
the effective plasma frequency is comparable with the wave
frequency.
we have presented an elementary version of the

tit a 1:

considerations for evaluating the nonlinear dielectric constant
in the cases discussed above. Starting with the expressions
for dielectric constant thus obtained the focusing of the
waves in the semiconductors has been studied by solving the
wave equation in the WKB approximation. The intensity
distribution has been taken to ,be Gaussian at the entrance and
paraxial ray approximation has been used to obtain analytical
expression for the amplitude and transverse dimension of the
beas.
A obapterwise summary o

be given as

followso-

I.
We have suggested a new type of nonlinearity which is
prod ent when both types of carriers, i.e„ holes and electrons
are present in the semiconductor, To separate the effect of the
dependence of vi on

we have considered the case of germaniu

where yn does not depend on -f-c,

it has been shown that the

self focusing of electromagnetic waves due to free carrier
nonlinearities is possible in feasible sample lengths for eas
easily
obtainable powers of the basin. Per the focusing of higher
frequency waves, the power of the beam has to be enhanced
considerably because

decreases with increasing co very

rapidly. The nonlinearities, important in self focusing appear

9
through the redistribution of carriers; the relaxation
time nonlinearity is not signifipant in causing self focusing.
It is also important to mention here that at low lattice
temperatures, the rise in random energy of carrier° (above
the thermal equilibrium value) due to the power absorption
from the wave is much greater than the drift energy.
Therefore the nonlinearities are mainly due to the former.

tr.
In this chapter a study of the mutual interaction of
two propagating modes in nonparabolic semiconductors in
presence of a static magnetic field has been made, To reduco
the mathematical complexity, the case of n-Ineb has been
chosen Where nonlinearity appears through the energy dependence
of carrier mass. The focusing of two modes has been found to be
much different. As a result a very large change in the
ellipticity of the wave along the direction of propagation
obtained. The nonlinear effects in the ellipticity predominate
over the linear effects. In the helicon limit, focusing
length of the order of one centimeter to predicted whenever
axial electric field exceeds 0.3 esu. With increasing carrier
concentration the focusing effect is, however, reduced. The
fOcusing in this limit is important ethen(Leeetec)))) and

/may >

These phenomena are useful in having a good insight into the
nonlinear mechanisms in the sample because in some instances
polarization and phase measurements are easier than the

amplitude measuremen.
Ase

etor

For the focusing of high frequency (optic( range)
waves in a feasible lengths the sample requires high carrier
concentrations. To achieve this/the crystal has to be doped
with impurities. This addition of impurities gives ripe to
enhanced scattering of electrons and hence thn absorption of
the we increases. The criteria for the appreciable focusing
to occur are that
\RI&

-1

RvICL < Rct.

that is the attenuation and diffraction divergence should be
less important than the self focusing effect. With the
increasing doping in the sample, the damping length (

)

decreases and much of the power of the wave is lost in a short
distance. Thus the absorption opposes the focusing, When the
damping is very rapid,the focusing effect is almost negligible.
A quantitative annlyaie of the problem has been given by us
in this chapter. The limit on maximum frequency that can be
focused in the sample has been obtained in the perturbation
approximation. Per example in n-InSb the maximum frequency that
can be focused at 770K ealols-cis,
TV
In this chapter we have studied the nonsteady focusing
of electromagnetic waves in n-type InSb, where the nonlinearitl
arises due to the energy dependence of the effective mem. The
energy relaxation time /: of carriers in InSb at low temperM

is of the order of 10 sec. and hence the relaxation tine for
nonlinearity is also of the are order. When a strong pulsed
10••8 sec) comparable with the
be having a duration
energy relaxation time propagates in the semiconductor, initially
( t <ere) no focusing occurs because the nonlinearit is set
up only in a time of the order of 're I therefore the beam
gaffers diffraction divergence and the axial intensity decrees
For the latter portion of the pulse (t3' TR. ) the nonlinearity
is set up and hence the beam gets focused; the axial intensity
is therefore enhanced. Thus the pulse is distorted very much
and the distortion may be used as a direct method to study the
energy relaxation process inside the sample. We have carried
out an adequate analysis of the problem taking into accoun
the relaxation effects. For a typical case of n-InSb, when

1 eau the effective focusing length for the tail portion
of the pulse comes out to be

4 cm

when the sample

7
V

tinuous waves

amplitude

focusing distorts the amplitude envelope con iderably. An
amplitude modulated wave may be expressed as

E

± it4 CaS

ei(e.ot-IQZ)

vherefi is the index of modulation,, 1„ Is the modulation
frequency and G)

is the carrier frequency. The distortion of

the signal inside the semiconductor can be understood like this.

12

*

to be mudh
riod 1"-vi = 11
Let us take the modulati
ation time. Then the nonlinearity
greater than the energy ra.
in the sample would be more when the amplitude of the wave is
more. Hence the high amplitude portion of the wave is focused
more than the portion of minimum amplitude.

We have carried out the quantitative analysis of wave
distortion in n.InSb in the case when the dispersion of side
bands can be neglected i.e. when the velocities of side bands
are taken to be equal to that of the carrier wave. This type
of distortion i.e. over modulation of the wave is basically
different from the usual nonlinear-demodulation which appears
due to nonlinear absorption. In case of a beam with average
power
1 watt, the index of modulation has been found to
increase by four times at _IL =108 seel.
71.

Change of Polarization ofjassolunga2AgLandta
gffects 9f Ovule Sim
The problem of polarization rotation of Gaussian beams

based on the WKB solution of wave equation in self focusing
fibres has been investigated in this chapter. It has been
found that near the focusing region the change of polarisation
is appreciable. Finite longitudinal size of the fibres
'reduces the effective length of the samples for wave focusing.
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